
Ways to Increase Student Retention

If you are in a business to start a university, you can expect that not all of your actions

will go according to plan. There will be doubts, challenges, and risks that will intimidate

you throughout the run. Part of that is to attract students and maintain the retention

percentage. However, records result in a decrease in retention percentage. More

students dropout of school. This manifests the unsuccessful procedure in handling the

issues effectively. What can professionals do to address this issue?

Learn more about the effective ways to increase student retention that you can apply to

your university too.

Develop Goals

In increasing the percentage of retention, start by preparing your objective. It all begins

by defining student success. How do you wish for students to do the process? What are

the needed strengths and resources? Developing goals don’t need to be big. Small goals

that will help establish long-term objectives are enough for students to increase their

potential.

Guide Students from the Start

Because of technology, more students can gain access to information–both credible and

not. As a result, they learn from browsing through different web pages and networking

platforms. But it is the teacher’s responsibility to cultivate and support more in-depth

knowledge. So, from the beginning, influence them to build emotional and social skills

as a preparation for success.

Collect all Required Data

Student retention requires a support structure. Fortunately, there is development in the

system of data collection in recent years. For professors and institutions to

predetermine and track the potential of students throughout the course, student data

can extract report analysis that helps you in this procedure. However, data collection is

not as potentially astounding as it is. It needs a double effort to harvest the weed

throughout. Remember, strategizing data collection is crucial. Reliability in making

progress to student engagement is at a minimum percentage. In this manner, critical

delivery is practiced.
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Provide Academic and Social Support

Academic and social support is fundamental in building long term relationships with

students. To slowly initiate the procedure, instructors and professionals can prepare

effective mentoring. This can be made possible by a group or one on one

communication. Mentoring can be done through different sorts of activities. This

includes learning programs, internships, and miscellaneous activities. Here, teachers

and instructors will take full responsibility for handling and monitoring the procedure.

In return, students will provide respect for the higher authorities.

Use Engagement Strategies

According to the study released by the US National Library of Medicine, it revealed that

antisocial behavior is more persistent in men. Young adults, ages 14-17, are prone to

being away from others. Starting at a young age, this can be brought towards adulthood.

Here, starting college would be tough. It can result in failing grades as well. As teachers

take responsibility in promoting good wellbeing, highlight the engagement strategies.

Interaction within the classroom setting must be mandatory. You can prepare a daily

checklist of activities for students to follow. Build camaraderie through group works,

individual reports, and outreach programs.

Implement Technology to Improve Student

Experience

The lack of resources still remains the number one problem in higher education today.

But keep in mind that it helps in the better learning of students. That is why it is

essential to implement the technology. Take advantage of its convenience. Allow

students to gain access to social media, online classrooms, and news updates. But don’t

forget to issue the limitations of this digital experience.

Track and Measure Performance

Students need help. Studying in a university is frustrating and daunting for some. No

matter the standing in the class, they need constant monitoring and checking. Part of

achieving excellence and increasing student retention is to provide feedback,

assessment, and call to action. Various studies prove enhancement in student

motivation when there is encouragement. It is for you to find out the performance

progression. That is why it is substantial to regularly see the metrics to assess the issue if

there is.
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Provide Opportunities for Success

Each student has potential. And every school’s objective is to help them release these

attributes. Faculty administration must not build the foundation for students. Instead,

they must construct opportunities that encourage students to create them on their own.

In situations where college students have a hard time staying connected and committed

to their objectives, teachers must help by providing the resources, people, and objects

involved.

Make Learning Interesting

Boring subjects are somehow difficult to pass. And perhaps, teachers understand that.

For the environment to stay exciting and engaging, let them group themselves. Involve

technology in the process of research or projects. Let students be involved in the

discussion. Aside from that, don’t settle on serious talks alone. Give their brains time to

breathe and relax. After all, learning should be fun and not forced.

Open a Forum and Discussion

In letting the students take part, a discussion would be good. Open studies can be done

through personal or digital. In digital, you can take advantage of technology. Set up a

discussion board on the university website. Open a topic that students can enjoy

debating. Consider monitoring each of the replies. To ensure credibility, require

students to look for references. This idea breaks the ice.

Ask for Feedback and Improve

One of the essential ways to determine if the administration is doing a great job is

through feedback. You can disseminate online surveys that students can answer.

Obtaining reviews not only helps you fix the issues but also enhances your marketing

strategies. With this, secure how much work needed to increase student retention.

For every academic institution, student retention is a critical topic. The percentage of

students retained equates to the performance of the university. That factor is vital. So, if

you are struggling to increase the retention rate, perhaps, it is time for some

reassessment. Consider checking the students. Now, consider the list of ways above.

Sometimes, it is not only about the students. But the school has a lot to do with it as

well.
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